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DR. GODFREY C. MUGANDA

1. Project Overview

This project continues the Friend and Hobbies application developed in the last two
projects by implementing the ability to upload photos of a friend. Recall that the
Friends List page has See / Upload Photo link that was previously not implemented:

2. Image Uploads

This project will implement this link. When clicked, such a link will display a page
that shows the last uploaded photo of a the selected friend. If no photos for the
friend have been uploaded, the page shown will look like this:
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The use can use the file select input to browse the local file system for a file that
contains a JPG image to upload:

Here the user has selected an image file janeway1.jpg.

Clicking on the Upload button will upload the file and redisplay the same page, this
time with the last image uploaded:

The user can upload multiple images for the same friend. After each upload, the
page is redisplayed with the last image that was uploaded. Here the user has
selected another image, janeway2.jpg, to upload.
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At this point, clicking the upload button will upload and then redisplay the page
with the new image:
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3. The Previous and Next Buttons

Note the Previous and Next buttons just under the image. This buttons will cycle
through the images for the person. Thus, if there are 3 images uploaded, (indexed
by 0, 1, and 2, say), and the currently displayed image has index 2, the Next button
will cause the image with index 0 to be displayed. Pressing Next again will display
the image with index 1, and then 2, and then back to 0 again. The previous button
will work similarly, going from 2, to 1, to 0, and then back to 2 if it is repeatedly
pressed. All this must happen by using JavaScript click event handlers on the two
buttons.

4. Validation of the Selected File

.

The program will not work correctly if the user presses the Upload button before
selecting a file. You must use JavaScript to disable submission of the the file upload
form if a file has not been selected.

5. Additional Requirements

Naturally, the file upload must work for any friends that are added. Moreover, the
program must work correctly as new friends are added and deleted.

I will place some images in the common area on the K drive for your use.

6. Due Date

Due date is Tuesday of Week 9.


